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HIV Plus offers the latest stories on research, economics, and treatment. The magazine raises awareness of HIV-related cultural
and policy developments in the United States and throughout the world.
Based on more than 40 interviews with Jobs conducted over two years--as well as interviews with more than 100 family members,
friends, adversaries, competitors, and colleagues--Isaacson has written a riveting story of the roller-coaster life and searingly
intense personality of a creative entrepreneur whose passion for perfection and ferocious drive revolutionized six industries:
personal computers, animated movies, music, phones, tablet computing, and digital publishing.
Starting a business is inherently risky, but it has historically been much harder for African Americans due to the systemic racism
they face in many different areas. However, many black entrepreneurs have overcome those barriers to create successful
businesses, working harder than their white counterparts to achieve similar results. Readers will learn about the history of
discrimination against African Americans in the business world and how it has been and still can be combated. Historical and
contemporary photographs and a comprehensive timeline shine a spotlight on many African American entrepreneurs who have
changed the world.
Los Angeles magazine is a regional magazine of national stature. Our combination of award-winning feature writing, investigative
reporting, service journalism, and design covers the people, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, fashion, art and architecture, and
news that define Southern California. Started in the spring of 1961, Los Angeles magazine has been addressing the needs and
interests of our region for 48 years. The magazine continues to be the definitive resource for an affluent population that is intensely
interested in a lifestyle that is uniquely Southern Californian.

A Brooklyn kid hustles his way to the top of a sports marketing and memorabilia empire Brandon Steiner went from a kid
who sat in the nosebleed seats at Yankee and Shea Stadiums to CEO of Steiner Sports Marketing Inc., one of the largest
sports marketing and memorabilia companies in the United States, with an inventory of more than 10,000 collectibles.
You Gotta Have Balls details Steiner's multiple entrepreneurial adventures, where he has both learned and taught others
his fair share of "rules." Along the way, he developed some of the most innovative approaches to business—methods that
many of today's companies would be wise to observe and employ themselves. You Gotta Have Balls follows Steiner on
his pathway to success by demonstrating the business philosophies that allowed him to become the powerful magnate
that he is. These ideals include: First to market is everything Ask "What Else?" when working with clients to enhance
relationships and elicit more business Don't expand just for the sake of expanding; do it in areas and industries where
your passion lies How to train employees while they're in the minor leagues to prepare them for the majors Learn to
clearly identify ways to help others rather than sell to them, to align employees and partners with their strengths, and to
discover a path where you're most likely to succeed.
The weekly source of African American political and entertainment news.
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BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth creation for African American professionals, entrepreneurs and
corporate executives. Every month, BLACK ENTERPRISE delivers timely, useful information on careers, small business
and personal finance.
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New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself
as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
The business of sports is everywhere?from the shoes we wear, to the cars we drive, to the food we eat. Sports stars have a big
impact on many of the products we buy. Companies routinely pay millions of dollars to have their products endorsed by famous
athletes. These days, many sports stars are stepping off the field and into the arena of business, creating empires using their
celebrity status. How does a sports legend become a business mogul? Find out in Urban Entrepreneur: Sports.
Legendary Athletes introduces readers to the people who have made significant impacts both athletically and socially. Magic
Johnson: Basketball Star & Entrepreneur highlights Magic JohnsonÍs childhood and rise to fame. Career highlights, battles along
the way, and humanitarian contributions are also discussed. The basketball starÍs lasting legacy is told through informative
sidebars, captivating photos, and engaging text. SportsZone is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
A top coach teaches the sports-related skills and basics every women needs to succeed There are basics that every woman must
have if she is to succeed in the corporate world, start and run her own business, or coach her own winning team. In Playbook for
Success, Hall of Fame Business Entrepreneur Nancy Lieberman brings her leadership and coaching ability to the boardroom to
teach professional women the same rules of success she teaches her players. Playbook for Success is a plan to help make
success a part of one's daily routine and teach women that success is not just a title or corner office, but an attitude, belief, and
way of life. Teaches the top sports-related skills women need to thrive in the corporate world, featuring a provocative examination
of women and teamwork Includes profiles of women succeeding in business, ways to recognize your own strengths and
weaknesses, and exercises that can be used in the business world Foreword by Basketball Hall of Famer and business legend
Earvin "Magic" Johnson Playbook for Success gives you a unique and inspirational road map to compete and win in your life and
career.
HIV and AIDS are devastating and deadly diseases, but there are many ways to prevent contraction. There are also many ways to live a full
life with a positive diagnosis. This informative guide explains the history of HIV and AIDS, and how treatments for the diseases has changed,
both in North America and around the world. Readers will receive straightforward information on how the disease is contracted, what
behaviors are low versus high risk, and the experience of getting tested. Expert information on handling a diagnosis and telling others will
provide readers with fundamental knowledge.
Record numbers of Canadian youths are taking up basketball, but the sport languishes in the shadow of hockey. From the sport's beginning
to the era of Steve Nash, this book chronicles basketball's struggle to overcome its history as the poor cousin of Canadian sports.
The story of Black Entertainment Television and its creator traces the network's rise to a multi-billion-dollar empire, describes Johnson's
humble origins and education through his work as a cable industry lobbyist, and discusses BET's successes in light of its business philosophy
and impact on race in America.
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Chinese edition of Invictus. First term South Africa President Nelson Mandela's ingenious idea of enlisting the rugby team to win the 1995
World Cup in an effort to unite the apartheid-torn country. The moVietnamese stars Morgan Freeman and Matt Damon. In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Education Policy Perils provides educators and those interested in the future of public education with research-based and practical analyses
of some of the foremost issues facing public schools today. The collection, written by experienced scholar-practitioners, offers insights that
include nuanced descriptions of various challenges facing educators and recommendations for overcoming them with an eye toward more
successful policy and better implementation. The authors apply their expertise to a range of issues from international testing to policy
challenges related to curriculum on the state and national levels. This volume positions ongoing debates within the wider context of an
education landscape struggling to displace junk-science ideology with empirical research. The scope and sequence combined with the
expertise of the contributors make this volume a vital resource for educators at all levels during a pivotal time of major changes in education
policy.

EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still maintains the
highest global circulation of any African American-focused magazine.
This latest volume in the World Yearbook of Education series examines the global education industry both in OECD*
countries as well as developing countries, and presents the works of scholars based in different parts of the word who
have significantly contributed to this area of research. Focusing on the areas of cross-over in public-private partnerships
in education, WYBE 2016 critically examines the actors and factors that have propelled the global rise of the education
industry. Split into three key sections, Part I explores how education agendas are shaped; Part II considers the private
financing of education and the export of school improvements to professional consultancies; and Part III analyses new
market niches, such as low-fee private schooling and for-profit education provisions. The book draws upon case studies
of many global organizations, including: The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Pearson Affordable Learning Fund
Bridge International Academies Teach for All Omega Schools Co-edited by three internationally renowned scholars,
Antoni Verger, Christopher Lubienski and Gita Steiner-Khamsi, WYBE 2016 will be a valuable resource for researchers,
graduates and policy makers who are interested in the global education industry. *Convention on the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development.
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